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The shielding tensor surfaces for the Xe–Xe, Xe–Kr, Xe–Ar, and Xe–Ne dimers are calculated as
a function of separation, using gauge-including atomic orbitals �GIAO� at the Hartree–Fock level,
and also using density functional theory with the B3LYP hybrid functional. Since the highest quality
potential energy functions are available for these systems, the available experimental data
�temperature dependent second virial coefficients of the nuclear magnetic resonance chemical shifts�
are from measurements on well-defined physical systems �Xe at low mole fraction in the gas phase�,
and the relation between the observed quantity and the shielding function is well-defined, these
systems provide a means by which the dispersion component of the isotropic shielding function of
Xe–Rg can be determined. The parallel component of the intermolecular shielding tensor is small
and nearly independent of the method of calculation. Therefore, the dispersion component of the
perpendicular component of the shielding function can be determined. © 2003 American Institute
of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.1534093�

INTRODUCTION

The systems Xe–Xe, Xe–Kr, and Xe–Ar provide a
means by which the electron correlation part of the intermo-
lecular shielding response can be probed since the potential
energy functions are accurately known, and the relation be-
tween theory and experiments �gas phase in the binary col-
lision limit� is straightforward and simple. Since the super-
molecule is very simple in these cases, the nature of the
intermolecular shielding tensor can be examined in detail,
i.e., �� versus � � , signs, magnitudes, dependence on colli-
sion partner. The shielding function for the particular system
Xe–Xe is very relevant to the understanding of the observa-
tions of Xe chemical shifts in gas mixtures, in homogeneous
solutions, and in heterogeneous systems in which the 129Xe
nucleus is being used as a probe of internal confined spaces,
in porous aluminosilicate and other inorganic materials, in
biological systems, even in tissues, and in organic polymers,
crystalline, amorphous or liquid crystalline.1,2 With the in-
creasing use of optically pumped Xe, so-called hyperpolar-
ized 129Xe, particularly for enhanced sensitivity of Xe in
cavities of proteins and other biological environments, and
for development of 129Xe as a biosensor,3,4 as well as for
direct monitoring of structural changes and nanoporosity,5,6

detailed understanding of the Xe intermolecular chemical
shift tensor has become very important.

METHOD

Shielding calculations have reached a reasonable level of
accuracy for many applications.7,8 In particular, we examine
intermolecular 129Xe shielding in rare gas pairs. In a com-

parative study of Ne–Ne shielding,8 using different combi-
nations of density functionals �VWN, BPW91, BLYP,
B3LYP� and also Hartree–Fock, and coupled cluster singles
and doubles with triplet excitations, CCSD�T�, it was found
that all the calculated tensors as a function of Ne–Ne dis-
tance, except for the VWN functional, are very close to the
CCSD�T� result which is considered the benchmark in
shielding studies. All the gradient-corrected functionals used
performed quite well, and the hybrid B3LYP functional per-
formed best. The shape of the shielding function is correctly
reproduced by all, with the Hartree–Fock giving consistently
more shielded values and the density functional theory
�DFT� methods giving consistently more deshielded values
than the most accurate CCSD�T� results. It would not be
surprising to find the trends found for Ne–Ne to hold also for
129Xe shielding in Xe-rare gas dimers. We report here two
sets of calculations of 129Xe shielding in Xe–Xe, Xe–Kr,
Xe–Ar, and Xe–Ne dimers over a wide range of separations,
one at the Hartree–Fock level, and the other using DFT-
B3LYP as a representative of DFT methods. The same basis
sets were used in both methods. B3LYP is one of Becke’s
three-parameter hybrid functionals that uses the correlation
functional from Lee, Yang, and Parr,9 and a fraction of the
Becke exchange functional10 is replaced by exact Hartree–
Fock exchange, according to the recipe by Becke.11 It is one
of the popularly tested functionals in DFT calculations, and
we choose it based on best demonstrated performance in
Ne–Ne in comparison with other functionals. For Xe atom
we use 240 basis functions, including f orbitals, the same
basis set as we had used earlier and described in Ref. 12,
from the compilation by Partridge and Faegri, with addi-
tional polarization functions from Bishop and Cybulski.13,14

The basis sets used for other rare gas atoms, also taken forma�Electronic mail: cjj@sigma.chem.uic.edu
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the Partridge and Faegri compilation, are as follows: for Kr,
128 functions consisting of uncontracted (21s16p10d) plus
s, p, and d polarization functions; for Ar, 85 basis functions,
uncontracted (20s15p0d) plus four d polarization functions,
for Ne, 77 basis functions, uncontracted (18s13p0d) plus
four d polarization functions.13 Distributed gauge origins are
implemented through the use of gauge-including atomic
orbitals,15 and the GAUSSIAN 98 program package was used
for all calculations.16 Counterpoise calculations were per-
formed at several distances in order to correct for basis set
superposition errors.17 ���� is the shielding calculated using
all the basis functions, but with only the electrons on the Xe
atom, the absolute shielding of the free Xe atom under full
counterpoise correction. In all cases, the counterpoise correc-
tions were found to be negligibly small, for example, 0.0010
ppm for Xe–Ne at 3.76 Å, where �(R)��(�)��2.7521
and 0.0079 ppm for Xe–Kr at 4.14 Å, where �(R)��(�)
��20.1702 ppm, indicating that the basis set we are using
for Xe is large enough.

RESULTS

The isotropic shielding response for 129Xe in Xe atom as
a function of internuclear separation is shown in Fig. 1 for
Xe–Xe, Xe–Kr, Xe–Ar, and Xe–Ne dimers. In every case,
the DFT-B3LYP results are more deshielded over the entire
range of distances, in comparison with the results at the ab
initio Hartree–Fock level. This was found also to be the case
for Ne–Ne, where the benchmark calculations at the
CCSD�T� level are available for comparison.8 Upon ap-

proach of the Ne atom, the Hartree–Fock results for
��(RNe–Ne)

HF��(�)�are less deshielded and the DFT re-
sults are more deshielded than the CCSD�T� results.

The values calculated in the present work are well de-
scribed by a function in inverse powers of distance, of the
form

� iso�R �������C6R
�6�C8R�8�C10R

�10

�C12R
�12�C14R

�14. �1�

For the isotropic shielding, these functions are shown as
curves in Fig. 1, together with the ab initio values at the
Hartree–Fock level and the values at the DFT-B3LYP level.
Figure 2 shows the individual tensor components perpen-
dicular and parallel to the line of centers, ��(R)��(�), and
� �(R)��(�), and the curves that are the results of fitting
the values of the individual components to the same form as
Eq. �1�. We note how the components of the tensor change
with separation: The parallel component is diamagnetic, in-
creasing slightly with decreasing distance, and essentially in-
dependent of the computational method used. In fact, the
Flygare approximation18,19 gives a reasonable accounting of
this component, as has been demonstrated in Fig. 4 of Ref.
20. On the other hand, the component perpendicular to the

FIG. 1. The isotropic 129Xe shielding for the Xe–Rg dimer, calculated at the
Hartree–Fock level and at a correlated level using DFT method with the
B3LYP hybrid functional. The curves are the results of fitting the calculated
shieldings to a sum of inverse powers of the separation, as in Eq. �1�. The
Xe–Xe shielding previously used by us is the scaled Ar–Ar shielding func-
tion, also shown here for comparison.

FIG. 2. The perpendicular and the parallel components of the 129Xe shield-
ing tensor for the Xe–Rg dimer, calculated at the Hartree–Fock level and at
a correlated level using DFT method with the B3LYP hybrid functional. The
curves are the results of fitting the calculated shieldings to a sum of inverse
powers of the separation, as in Eq. �1�. Note the huge difference in scale
used in plotting the shielding components.
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line of centers, ��(R)��(�), is deshielded at all distances
and is found to be consistently somewhat more deshielded
when calculated using DFT-B3LYP than when using
Hartree–Fock.

The density coefficient of the shielding, the so-called
second virial coefficient of the shielding can be calculated
using the intermolecular potential functions which are well-
known for the rare gas pairs from the work of Aziz et al.21–23

using

�1�T ��4��
0

�

�� iso�R �������exp��V�R �/kT�R2dR . �2�

In Fig. 3 are the density coefficients �1(T) calculated from
the Hartree–Fock and DFT-B3LYP results for Xe–Xe,
Xe–Kr, Xe–Ar, together with the predictions for Xe–Ne.
Comparison of calculated �1(T) against experimental den-
sity coefficients from Jameson et al.24 in Fig. 3 show that
the predictions at the Hartree–Fock level, which account
correctly for the exchange, are somewhat shy of experi-
ments. On the other hand, the DFT method using the B3LYP
hybrid functional overshoots the experiments somewhat. In
going from Xe–Xe to Xe–Kr to Xe–Ar, the difference
between the Hartree–Fock and DFT-B3LYP shielding
function leads to a decreasing fraction of the observed
density coefficient: 	��1(300 K)B3LYP��1(300 K)HF�/
�1(300 K)Expt.
 is 0.143 for Xe–Xe, 0.115 for Xe–Kr, and
0.044 for Xe–Ar. Although calculations at the DFT/B3LYP
do not provide the accuracy that one can get from full con-
figuration interaction or coupled cluster calculations
�CCSDT�, the differences between the 129Xe shielding func-
tions ��(R)B3LYP��(R)HF� , shown in Fig. 4, do provide a

measure of the relative magnitudes of the correlation contri-
butions to intermolecular shielding. Three very clear trends
are that the correlation contributions to intermolecular
shielding �a� are deshielding, �b� do decrease in going from
Xe to Ne as the interacting partner, and �c� do decrease with
increasing distance.

DISCUSSION

In our earlier work, we had found that the intermolecular
shielding in the various light rare gas pairs scaled to one
another with fundamental factors �a0

3/r3�"(0) for the atom
whose shielding is being considered, e.g., Xe, and with fac-
tors Rg(0)"�IPXe�IPRg /(IPXe�IPRg)� , with the distances
scaled to r0 of the potential function, for the interacting rare
gas pair.20 From this discovered scaling, we found Xe–Xe,
Xe–Kr, and Xe–Ar shielding functions from scaling the
Ar–Ar shielding function. In Fig. 1 we show a comparison
with the previously used Xe–Xe shielding function in our
early work,25–32 obtained by scaling to Xe–Xe from LORG
calculations of Ar shielding in Ar–Ar.20 We see that the
scaled Ar–Ar function was not that bad, considering the ba-
sis set used for Ar was not as extensive as the 240 basis
functions we now use for Xe atom.

In the early modeling of intermolecular shifts, Raynes,
Buckingham, and Bernstein �RBB� proposed contributions to
the shielding that included bulk susceptibility, electrical,
magnetic anisotropy, and dispersion contributions,33

��R ���bulk��E��m��W .

FIG. 3. The density coefficient of the 129Xe shielding for Xe at infinite
dilution in Rg gas, calculated from the shielding functions obtained at the
Hartree–Fock level and from the DFT-B3LYP method, using Eq. �2� and the
best available potential functions from Aziz et al. �Refs. 21–23�. The ex-
perimental values from Jameson et al. �Ref. 24� are shown for comparison.

FIG. 4. The differences between the isotropic 129Xe shielding for the Xe–Rg
dimer, calculated at a correlated level using DFT/B3LYP and at the Hartree–
Fock level, provide the relative magnitudes of the correlation contribution to
intermolecular shielding.
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For rare gas pairs, there are no electrical or magnetic anisot-
ropy terms, so that the RBB model would have only disper-
sion contributions, which were considered to be approxi-
mated by the form �B�F2�. That is, the RBB model for the
dispersion contributions to Xe shielding is the nonvanishing
average of the square of the fluctuating electric fields asso-
ciated with dispersion interactions between Xe and the col-
lision partner. B is the same parameter associated with any
electric field terms for Xe, that is, B is the second derivative
of the shielding with respect to the external electric field. The
problem with this model is that no single value of the B
parameter could account for the observed density coefficient
�1(T) of the Xe shielding as a function of temperature for
Xe–Rg. Furthermore, the value of B has since been calcu-
lated for Xe atom in a uniform external electric field14 and it
is found to be too small to account for the order of magni-
tudes of the density coefficients �1(T) that were observed
experimentally for Xe in the gas phase. We have since estab-
lished that a significant part of the intermolecular shielding
observed experimentally could be accounted for entirely by
overlap and exchange, from ab initio calculations not includ-
ing any electron correlation.20

In the present work, the calculations of the Xe shielding
in Xe–Xe, Xe–Kr, Xe–Ar dimers at the Hartree–Fock level,
using basis sets large enough so that the counterpoise correc-
tions to the shielding are negligible, provide shielding func-
tions �(R) that include no dispersion contributions at all, yet
can account to a great extent for the observed �1(T) in the
gas phase, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, overlap and ex-
change are responsible to a predominant degree, for the ob-
served intermolecular chemical shifts of Xe. Nevertheless,
we wish to determine what fraction of the shielding response
at a given internuclear separation can be attributed to elec-
tron correlation? For which component (�� component?� is
the electron correlation significant �in absolute terms, in rela-
tive terms�? What fraction of the observed density coefficient
�1(T) can be attributed to electron correlation?

First of all, we find that the parallel component � � along
the line of centers has a negligible electron correlation con-
tribution �see Fig. 2�. To determine electron correlation con-
tributions to �(R), we will assume that the potential energy
functions for rare gas are perfect and the experimental values
of the density coefficients of the Xe chemical shift as a func-
tion of temperature are reliable. Knowing that the Hartree–
Fock method gives correct exchange, we will attribute the
difference between the shielding function �(R) that provides
the observed �1(T) and that �(R) calculated at the Hartree–
Fock level, to the electron correlation contribution to shield-
ing. We find that, for Xe in Xe–Xe, we need to add 15%
to the �(RXe–Xe)

HF to account for the missing electron cor-
relation contribution. Similarly, for the Xe in Xe–Kr, we
need to add 10%. That is, the recommended �(R) shielding
functions are 1.1505 �(RXe–Xe)

HF and 1.1021 �(RXe–Kr)
HF,

respectively. In the case of Xe in Xe–Ar, it appears that
we need to add 23.6%. However, a consideration of the ex-
perimental details lead us to place a larger error bar on this
factor than on the Xe–Xe and Xe–Kr systems. The observed
Xe shielding change relative to the free Xe atom in a mix-
ture of Xe and Ar gas is due to the sum �1Xe–Xe(T)"�Xe

��1Xe–Ar(T)"�Ar in the limit of linear dependence on densi-
ties. In principle the Xe–Xe contribution can be subtracted
out completely as the �1Xe–Xe(T)"�Xe term, which is well
known form measurements in pure xenon gas. A practical
number of Xe atoms in the sample for nuclear magnetic
resonance �NMR� detection means that there is always
some �1Xe–Xe(T)"�Xe correction to be made in each mixed
rare gas sample. Since ��1Xe–Xe(T)� is considerably larger
than ��1Xe–Ar(T)�, errors in Xe densities leading to incom-
plete subtraction of the Xe–Xe contribution, lead to larger
relative errors associated with determination of �1Xe–Ar(T).
The relative errors would be much worse for Xe–Ne
mixtures. The B3LYP calculations overshoot in every case,
although they do get closer to the correct values as the rare
gas partner of the Xe becomes smaller. For example, �(R)
shielding functions that would reproduce the �1(T�300 K�
are 0.85 �(RXe–Xe)

B3LYP, 0.87 �(RXe–Kr)
B3LYP, and 0.94

�(RXe–Ar)
B3LYP, with larger uncertainty in the Xe–Ar case,

for reasons already discussed. Figure 4 leads us to conclude
that in absolute terms, the electron correlation contributions
to shielding decrease in magnitude in going from Xe–Xe
to Xe–Kr to Xe–Ar. We assume that Xe–Ne will be in
the right place in this sequence, since the difference between
the HF and B3LYP results is smaller yet, although we
have no experimental �1(T) values to use as a direct
measure in this case. Experimental �1(T) data show that
for Xe–Kr and Xe–Xe the contributions are about half of
the ��(RXe–Rg)

B3LYP��(RXe–Rg)
HF� in Fig. 4. We recom-

mend that a better estimate of the electron correlation con-
tributions to Xe–Ar shielding, instead of experiment, is that
provided by half the difference between the B3LYP and HF
shielding functions, i.e., �(RXe–Rg)�1.15�(RXe–Xe)

HF.
Corresponding-states-scaling of the shielding function

discovered from LORG calculations of various rare gas pairs
such as Ar–Ar, Ar–Ne, Ne–Ne,20 is found here again to be
valid. The scaling factor, for shielding of the same rare gas
atom, Xe, with various partners Rg, as has been suggested
at that time,20 assumed the shielding function is proportional
to Rg(0)"�IPXe�IPRg /(IPXe�IPRg)� , with the distances
scaled to r0 of the potential function, i.e., when the shielding
functions are expressed in inverse powers of (R/r0).
Corresponding-states-scaling of the rare gas density coeffi-
cients of the shielding is possible by using reduced tempera-
tures. In Figs. 4 and 5 we show the contributions to the
density coefficients, �1(T), from various regimes of the in-
termolecular separation; we display the integrand in �1(T)
��0

� �Integrand� dR in order to show which parts of the
potential surface are responsible for the observed density
dependence of the 129Xe NMR signal. The correspondence
becomes apparent when we express the separations in
terms of R/r0, the temperatures as reduced temperature
T/Tc , and we scale the integrand with the scaling factor
	�Xe�0�/Rg�0�"�IPXe /IPRg�"��IPXe�IPRg�/2IPXe�
. We see in
Fig. 5, despite the large deshielding that occurs at very short
distances �as shown in Fig. 1�, nothing of the 129Xe shielding
function for separations inside of 0.85r0 contributes at
T/Tc�1.0 for Xe–Xe, Xe–Kr, Xe–Ar. In Fig. 5 we see a
correspondence of the regimes of separation, as well as a
correspondence of the magnitudes of the integrand that con-
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tribute to the density coefficients. Therefore, one expects also
a correspondence of the observed density coefficient of
shielding. The possibility of a correspondence has already
been noted in the early �1975� interpretations of the experi-
mental observations,24 although the potential functions avail-
able at that time, even for the rare gas pairs, were not very
good; and the correspondence could not clearly be estab-
lished for the observed �1(T) values, since the shielding
functions were of unknown form at that time. Figure 5 pro-
vides a unified view of the intermolecular shielding leading
to the density dependent chemical shift for all Xe–Rg pairs.

The temperature dependence of the density coefficients
for Xe–Xe are seen in Fig. 6. As the temperature increases,
the shielding functions are explored farther into the repulsive
region of the potential. For Xe–Xe, hardly any of the shield-
ing function at separations inside the 0.80r0 contributes at
T/Tc�2.0, as seen in Fig. 6. By virtue of the near-
coincidence of the scaled curves �seen in Fig. 5� for the
rare-gas pairs, the resulting general decrease in the magni-
tude of the density coefficient with increasing temperature is
clearly seen here for all Xe–Rg pairs.

The electron density change upon dimer formation may
offer a general qualitative understanding of intermolecular
shifts in the absence of hydrogen bonding or other partly
covalent interactions. In other words, can one understand the
large Xe shielding response by examining the electron den-
sity difference maps? Electron density difference maps re-
sulting from the B3LYP calculations in the Xe–Xe dimer are
shown in Fig. 7 for distances 4.5 �top� and 3.5 Å �bottom�.
We had anticipated a tendency toward spherical-to-prolate at

long distances and spherical-to-oblate at short distances. The
results show that the electron density changes are more com-
plicated and do not lend themselves to such oversimplified
descriptions. In any case, the deviations from spherical sym-

FIG. 5. Contributions to �1(T�Tc) from various Xe–Rg separations.
Integrand* stands for scaled values using the scaling factor
	�Xe(0)/Rg(0)�"�IPXe /IPRg�"�IPXe�IPRg�/2IPXe�
, where �1(T)��0

�

�integrand� dR. FIG. 6. Contributions to �1(T) from various Xe–Xe separations, at two
reduced temperatures. Definitions are as given in Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. Contours of the electron density changes �relative to the unperturbed
Xe atoms� for Xe2 at a separation of 4.5 Å �top� and 3.5 Å �bottom�, taken
from the B3LYP calculations. The dashed lines correspond to depletion of
electron density. Contours are separated by 1.0�10�6e for the 4.5 Å dis-
tance and 0.5�10�5e for the 3.5 Å. Nuclear positions are indicated by the
filled circles.
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metry of the electron distribution of the Xe atom, caused by
the close approach of another Xe atom, leads to nonvanish-
ing paramagnetic shielding.

CONCLUSION

We have found that the intermolecular shielding ��(R)
��(�)� for rare gas pairs predominantly arises from over-
lap and exchange, but the electron correlation contribution
is not insignificant. The recommended shielding functions
are 1.1505��(RXe–Xe)

HF��(�)� , 1.1021��(RXe–Kr)
HF

��(�)� , and 1.15��(RXe–Ar)
HF��(�)� . In other words,

the contribution of electron correlation to 129Xe intermolecu-
lar shielding in Xe–Xe is 15%, in Xe–Kr is 10%, in Xe–Ar
is 15%. In absolute terms, the electron correlation contribu-
tions to intermolecular 129Xe shielding decreases in magni-
tude in going from Xe–Xe, to Xe–Kr, to Xe–Ar, to Xe–Ne.
The component of the shielding tensor parallel to the line of
centers is entirely diamagnetic, and is essentially indepen-
dent of the method of calculation, having insignificant elec-
tron correlation contributions. On the other hand, the perpen-
dicular component is primarily a paramagnetic deshielding,
and has electron correlation contributions that are not insig-
nificant. Consideration of corresponding states leads us to a
unified view of the contributions of shielding at various in-
ternuclear separations to the Xe intermolecular shielding ob-
served in rare gas mixtures. We find a correspondence of the
regimes of separations, as well as a correspondence of the
magnitudes of the integrand that contribute to the density
coefficients.
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